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SUMMARY


The major problem of this study is how violence in the name of religion reflected in Black Death movie based on sociological approach. This study analysis of structural elements in Black Death movie and aspects based on sociological point of view.

In analyzing the movie, the researcher uses qualitative study. The object of study is violence in the name of religion. The primary data is Black Death movie itself. The secondary data are script of the movie and internet websites related to the study. The method of collecting data is purpose sampling by watching carefully the movie and then the researcher took sample dialogue and picture of the movie then used it as a starting point to analyze the issue. The technique of data analysis is descriptive technique.

A result of the analysis shows the following conclusion: first, based on the structural analysis it can be concluded that in Black Death movie Christopher Smith convise analysis that violence in the name of religion is real. Second, based on the sociological analysis. It is evident that in this movie Christopher Smith illustrates the close relationship between literature and sociological by presenting violence in the name of religion in Black Death.
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